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Simple quizzes were yesterday! After an
introduction to the quiz app, the individual
teams start with the first round of
questions. The special feature is that each
quiz round is followed by an action round.
Equipped with lots of materials, our guides
and a quiz master lead your teams
through the event. It covers many areas of
knowledge. Your teams will answer a wide
variety of questions, tackle tricky team
tasks and play fun games. Which team will
get the highest score? Optionally, we can
integrate company-specific questions and
your corporate design.

Domino Day was yesterday! We combine
Domino-Lego-KAPLA® and take the
experience for your guests to a new
level. We build with Domino bricks, Lego
and KAPLA® wooden bricks. This way we
open the possibility to build viaducts,
logos and countless buildings, maybe
your company building, three-dimen-
sionally. A broader spectrum is created for
the integration of your KickOff themes.
Experience a magnificent result with a
great showdown. Will all the bricks fall or
not? 100 or 1000 guests? No problem with
this team event!

You can't get more network than this!
With ropes and useful knots, tie a stable
network together. Strong metaphors
such as “Networking between people" or
a well "functioning network" can be
vividly conveyed. After learning about
knots and receiving the task, each team
ties its own sustainable net. In a grand
finale, the individual team nets are put
together piece by piece and, as a
highlight, subjected to a "stress test".
What sounds simple requires a lot of
coordination, team spirit and
communication.



Start into the future with us and build a
prototype city of the future with your
team, consisting of X city districts. The
technologies should be interconnected in
such a way that the quality of life of all
living beings is improved! In addition, the
theme world assigned to the team must
be symbolised. Tackle the projects
together, use your creativity where it is
needed and make yourself and your
company proud with your result.
Countless materials from upcycling,
dominoes, Lego and KAPLA® bricks are
available for implementation.

Do you want to create something as a
team and do a good deed at the same
time? Then build an insect hotel together.
By the way, this can also be a sensible
solution for a charity event! With this team-
building challenge, you become
environmentalists and master builders at
the same time. Open your own insect
hotel and support the preservation of
insect diversity. As a small additional
module, we offer the possibility to build an
extra earwig hotel, because earwigs have
no business in the hotel for wild bees and
co. as earwigs are pollen thieves!

After a brief introduction, it's time to get
to work on the treasures made of plastic
and the like! The first thing to do is
brainstorm together. What fits together
and how? Maybe there is something in
your own bag that has been unused for
a long time and can now be used! The
team discusses and sketches. Then the
realisation takes place in a kind of
collage (e.g. on canvas). Background
music can serve as inspiration. If you
wish, we can organise an exhibition
and/or a voting and award a prize for the
best team art.



With the "Global tabtour®", you can take
part in our digital rally with teams in
different cities at the same time. Equipped
with iPads, your teams go on a digital
scavenger hunt. Each city can become an
interactive playing field with task spots
created by us. Company-specific content
can be easily integrated. The task is to
solve the secrets of the spots and score
lots of points. Ideal for the start of the year
with a well-balanced mix of strategy and
teamwork. Of course, it can also be
booked as a tabtour® in a city.

Let's go racing: At this event, you design
soapbox kits according to your own
wishes and then start as a team in the
big soapbox Grand Prix. Equipped with
the necessary materials and tools, they
design, tinker, screw and create - there's
something for everyone. With small
additional team tasks, the racing teams
can win great tuning parts for an
individual catcar. The crowning glory is
the ultimate test. Which team is ahead in
the race and who has the best design?

Equipped with a GPS (Global Positioning
System), the teams set off in search of
coordinates and find various challenges
to solve. Like a puzzle, we have put
together great places, beautiful natural
events and exciting team tasks. The right
strategy, the combination of intuition
and technique lead to success. With
map, GPS and tour book, your teams
start on foot into an adventure tour full
of teamwork, communication, fun,
healthy exercise and valuable insights.
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In a tense atmosphere, your teams create
highly complex individual reactions from a
wide variety of materials, which finally
merge into a chain of impulses. The aim of
the entire group of participants is to create
a functional and continuous movement
with an effective interplay of the individual
team reactions. This will captivate every-
one and bring out unimagined ingenuity.
What do you think, do your teams create
an uninterrupted reaction that then
triggers the big bang? This challenge is less
about winning and competing, but instead
focuses on communication, game, fun and
the emotional group experience.

The art of tape: Tape art serves as an
alternative to graffiti art and instead of
spraying, people glue. Small teams get to
work. Each group gives itself a name, plans
its work of art and then diligently handles
the coloured adhesive strips and acts out
creatively. Depending on the motto and
specifications, the individual tape art works
can also form a large overall picture.
Alternatively, a team painting can also be
created with brushes and paint on
canvases. Optionally also with a small
design competition.

Film on and action. Work on your topics
with creative ease in the context of a
small film festival. The focus is on your
topics and ideas. With the help of various
requisites and iPads as cameras, the
teams create exciting short films or
commercials. After a short briefing and
receiving all the necessary equipment,
the teams start their own short film
production. They record different "takes"
and edit them with the iMovie
programme. They edit the films, add
music and much more.
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Golf - a holistic experience for head, heart
and hand. With professional equipment
and divided into "flights" (as the people
playing in a group are called in golf jargon),
you will go through the course. Your
themes for the start of the year can be
integrated into the game design. During
the course of the game, your group of
participants will have plenty of time to talk
and get to know each other, and there will
be no shortage of fun! The enjoyment of
the activity and the success in the "flight"
strengthens the team spirit and promotes
communication. (Outdoor also possible as
cross golf)

The highly exciting encounter with the
"Secret of 13" raises many questions. At
first everything is unclear and
mysterious. But what is behind it all? 13
places, 13 boxes and many secrets. Each
team has an iPad with the Escape App as
a digital companion to help with
orientation. And off you go with your
team into the adventure; deciphering
mysterious boxes, making important
decisions together and solving exciting
puzzles and mechanics.

Complete an exciting detective training
in the middle of your city as a team.
Discover the traces of crime together
among the sights of your event location -
the ideal event for fans of crime fiction,
scavenger hunts and geocaching.
Unusual and thrilling tasks, such as
tracking down "dead" letterboxes and
deciphering secret writings, are all part
of the challenge to complete
successfully. Will you and your team
pass the exams of the secret crime
academy?
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The virtual TeamParcours takes place
without an app within the framework of a
video call moderated by us. We create team
rooms and form teams of 8-10 people each.
Each group is supervised by a guide. Our
guides present the teams with various
challenges. For example, the teams build a
chain reaction and thus pass on "Team-
IMPULSE", paint a cross-screen painting,
become professionals in "Team-ACTIVITY"
or cast a spell on themselves in "Team-
HOKUSPOKUS". This is pure teambuilding,
without any physical presence!

Getting to know each other in the
modern age! We create various chat
rooms in which constantly changing
people exchange views on different
topics. In each chat room, each person
has one minute to speak about the
question. (e.g. What is your biggest
hobby? What did you do to earn your
first own money?) Each participant goes
through various chat rooms and always
meets new people there. It is easy to
incorporate your company-specific
questions into the game.

„Race around the world” – Your remote
participants are connected via our intuitive
teamgeist app and communicate both via
this and via an online platform of your
choice. Across national borders and
continents, your online teams play for
team success. Thinking globally and acting
regionally is what makes the exciting and
fascinating interventions around the world
a joint experience. In doing so, we have the
opportunity to perfectly integrate your
themes at the start of the year to bring
them closer to your staff in a playful way.



Build a KAPLA® world with integrated
marble run in a team. Communication,
teamwork, strategy, creativity and
planning are required when these wooden
tiles are turned into self-created
architectural masterpieces up to 3 metres
high. Almost any indoor space can be
transformed into the largest KAPLA®
construction site in the world. Matched to
your training themes, fantastic, three-
dimensional sculpture parks are created.
The final result is always magnificent -
magical and unique in its originality.

After a short briefing and receiving the
film bags, director's books, iPads and
props, the teams start their own short
film production. Each individual feels the
power of the creative process and is part
of the whole! The teams have to shoot
one or more short films on a given
content. The filming locations can be
freely chosen or adapted to the theme.
What are your topics? What should be
sustainably anchored in the minds of
your staff, worked on or staged?

Equipped with map and compass or GPS
devices as well as special roadbooks, your
teams go in search of coordinates. In the
process, they discover special places and
master unusual team challenges, such as
our special "catapult building", crossing a
"river" or building a "bridge" over it. We can
carry out the tasks for your groups
anywhere and in line with your themes to
start the year. An exciting tour full of
cooperation, WE-feeling and fun awaits the
participating persons.
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How do I affect my environment and how
can I best support my team with my skills?
With a "persolog® Quick-Check Behaviour"
the participants learn about different
behavioural tendencies and their effects.
They learn to understand themselves and
others better. With our trainer, everyone
practices how to deal more effectively with
themselves & others. In this way, they
acquire valuable knowledge about more
efficient and faster work, appreciative
interaction within the team and a strong
sense of "WE".

"We cannot change the wind, but we can
set the sails differently" (Aristotle).
Do you invite your staff to a team
workshop every six months or at least
once a year or, as a manager, talk to
your team about the most important
issues? Especially after a long phase with
little to no personal contact and many
changes in the team, it is essential to re-
form the team. We show you the best
solutions.

A process with many tasks! Positive
personnel experiences from the first
contact until employment leave the best
fingerprint for your company. We
support you in the important part of
successful integration. This involves
many HR tasks. Often it is not so easy to
keep track of everything. A checklist for
your new staff, for example, can help.
We have many tricks and tips, because a
successful onboarding is the best
motivation for the new cooperation for
staff and company.
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... and foresight, we’ll guide you to being
successful teams and profitable
companies. Creativity, enthusiasm,
flexibility, resilience and the
determination to make a difference are
attributes of the staff that really move a
company forward. We have the
professionals and experience-oriented
concepts developed especially for you. In
the implementation, we promote
creativity, train agile and successful
project management, strengthen
resilience and create attention and
enthusiasm with the traincentive
approach.

What will the world look like in the
future? The aim of the Smart Future
Workshop is to initiate, develop and
communicate innovative ideas and
concepts for your company, as well as to
provide expertise on technological
developments and trends that
determine our present and future lives
in a rapidly changing society. Design and
build the most sustainable, efficient and
advanced future world and draw
valuable conclusions for your business.

Values create identity. Corporate values
provide orientation for daily actions and
interaction within the team as well as
with business contacts. They have a
decisive influence on daily work, form
the basis of teamwork, increase
efficiency, "regulate our behaviour" and
ensure cohesion. New framework
conditions, different working time
models and environmental changes
increasingly require a "rethinking" of
corporate values. We have the right
workshops for you.
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